The Alternative Splicing and Transcript Diversity database (ASTD) gives access to a vast collection of alternative transcripts that integrate transcription initiation, polyadenylation and splicing variant data. Alternative transcripts are derived from the mapping of transcribed sequences to the complete human, mouse and rat genomes using an extension of the computational pipeline developed for the ASD (Alternative Splicing Database) and ATD (Alternative Transcript Diversity) databases, which are now superseded by ASTD. For the human genome, ASTD identifies splicing variants, transcription initiation variants and polyadenylation variants in 68%, 68% and 62% of the gene set, respectively, consistent with current estimates for transcription variation. Users can access ASTD through a variety of browsing and query tools, including expression state-based queries for the identification of tissue-specific isoforms. Participating laboratories have experimentally validated a subset of ASTD-predicted alternative splice forms and alternative polyadenylation forms that were not previously reported. The ASTD database can be accessed at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/astd. © 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Transcript expression in eukaryotes is subject to variation at three main biological stages: transcription initiation, splicing and polyadenylation. In mammals, most genes undergo some kind of alternative transcription. Current data for human indicates that at least 81% of genes are subject to alternative transcription initiation [1] , 69% to alternative splicing [2] and 60% to alternative polyadenylation [3] . Abnormal expression of alternative transcripts has been linked to multiple diseases, especially to cancer [4] . The sheer number and wide biological impact of alternative transcripts (ATs) has created a high demand for tools enabling the identification, classification, functional annotation and expression profiling of ATs in the genomes of major model organisms. To meet this demand, several AT databases have been developed based on large-scale mappings or assemblies of transcribed sequences. These include alternative splicing databases such as ASAP II [5] , ECGene [6] , HOLLYWOOD [7] , H-DBAS [8] and FAST DB [9] , the FANTOM 3 database [10] that also features transcription initiation variants in the form of Cap-analysis gene expression (CAGE) tags, and the polyadenylation-specific PolyA_DB [3] .
Here we report the development of ASTD, the Alternative Splicing and Transcript Diversity database, which aims at further integrating data from all three types of transcript variation together with extensive biological and expression information. ASTD is built upon and supersedes the splicing-oriented ASD database [11] and the ATD database that included 3′ end variations [12] . The Alternative Transcript Diversity Consortium that produced this new database involves laboratories working on various aspects of alternative transcript analysis, both computational and experimental. Our goal was to create an alternative transcript database that: (i) covers all three aspects of alternative transcription; (ii) includes three model vertebrate species and allows for expansion to include new species; (iii) offers a powerful interface for expression pattern-based queries; (iv) is fully integrated with other genomic data and genome browsing capabilities and (v) is extensible with respect to functional features and regulatory motifs.
Results and discussion

Contents and comparisons with other transcript databases
The ASTD alternative transcript collection is built through three successive stages of transcript-to-genome mapping corresponding to variants only, but the procedure will eventually be extended to initiation and polyadenylation variants. The process is entirely automated, except for the derivation of expression states from novel cDNA/tag libraries that requires human curation. A flowchart presenting the general ASTD pipeline is shown in Fig. 1 . Table 1 presents the number of splicing, polyadenylation and transcriptional start site (TSS) variants per species in ASTD Version 1.1. The predicted fraction of genes with polyadenylation variants exceeds current estimates [3] mostly because ASTD also includes putative polyadenylation signals in the 10 kb downstream of region of reference gene models [13] . Splice and TSS variant frequencies are in line with current estimates, except for rat, which shows fewer events due to scarce EST/cDNA coverage in this species, especially for the 5′ region of genes. Table 2 compares ASTD splice variant statistics with corresponding values from three major AT databases. ASTD contains more alternative splicing events and/or mapped exons than ASAP II and Hollywood. This reflects multiple factors such as the use of more recent EST/genome database versions in ASTD and differences in the transcript mapping procedures. ECgene harbours significantly more genes and splice events than any other database due to their transcript construction procedure based on EST clustering. In Supplementary Table 1 , we compare the numbers of alternatively spliced genes and proportions of different event types (cassette exons, alternative 5′ or 3′ sites, mutually exclusive exons) between the ASTD and ASAP II database. While ASTD has significantly higher splice event coverage in mouse and rat, event types are similarly distributed in the two databases: cassette exons are more frequent, followed by variations at donor/acceptor sites.
The ASTD database integrates Ensembl [14] features such as transcripts, exons and peptides, enabling comparison of ASTD and Ensembl predictions. Other transcript information and crosslinks include conserved splice junctions and splice events in human, mouse and rat; single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) locations; transcripts with premature termination codons (PTCs) that may be subject to nonsense-mediated decay (NMD); microRNA targets; and peptide data, including for each variant the peptide sequence, domains and functional site signatures.
Display and query tools
ASTD offers multiple visualization levels, from complete chromosome map to the levels of genomic fragment, gene, transcript, splicing event and peptide. Users can easily navigate between different views, starting either from genomic coordinates or keyword search. The main visualization levels are the gene view showing all transcript isoforms, the transcript view displaying detailed exon information and the "event" view displaying independent alternative splicing events. Fig. 2 presents the gene view for the human polypyrimidine tract binding protein 1 gene (PTBP1), a splicing factor known to autoregulate its own splicing. A form lacking exons 9 and 11 is reported to undergo NMD and may contribute to the control of PTBP1 expression [15] . Indeed, this form appears to contain a premature termination codon as shown in Fig. 2 
(TRANS00000039923).
Expression state information is an important aspect of the ASTD database as it is used to analyze tissue-, developmental stage-, and disease-specific expression of alternative transcripts. Expression states in ASTD are derived from counts of cDNA/EST numbers in libraries (see Materials and methods). Results from such analyses are subject to well known limitations linked to cDNA library quality and construction methods [16, 17] . However these analyses have repeatedly proven to be useful as indirect indications of expression biases [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . The ASTD server provides various analysis tools that enable researchers to identify alternative transcripts of special biological interest, using two major query modes. First, from the main page, users can perform text search using ASTD identifiers, gene names, gene symbols, Ensembl IDs, UniProtKB entry names and accession numbers, UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot and UniProtKB/TrEMBL cross-references, EMBL evidence, tissues, pathologies, developmental stages, etc. Alternatively, an advanced search mode enables multicriteria searches based on chromosome location, splicing events, GO (Gene Ontology) terms or gene expression patterns based on eVOC (a controlled vocabulary for unifying gene expression data [23] ) annotation. In the latter "gene expression" mode, users can select two complex pools of tissues, developmental stage or pathologies, and obtain all alternative transcripts that are specifically expressed in one of the pools but not in the other. An overview of the expression states of all transcripts from a given gene can be displayed in the form of a digital expression map. This heatmap display enables a quick visual inspection of expression biases relative to anatomical systems, pathologies or developmental stages. Two expression maps (relative to anatomical system and pathology) for the human mucin 12, cell surface associated gene (MUC12) are shown in Fig. 3A . Users can also combine anatomy and pathology terms in a single expression map.
Experimental validation
Our project had a significant emphasis on the experimental validation of predicted transcripts using reverse-transcription (RT)-PCR. We completed the experimental validation of over 500 different polyadenylation [24] and splicing (results herein) events in human and mouse that were not previously described in the literature. For polyadenylation sites, our validation efforts focused on events conserved between human and mouse and producing alternative 3′ isoforms with size variations of 3 kb or more. Out of 86 such events, 84 were individually confirmed using a specially devised RT-PCR strategy [24] . For splice variants, we focused on the identification of cancerspecific events in human. From a list of 419 ASTD-predicted tissuespecific splice events for colorectal and/or lung cancer cells (Supplementary Table 6 ), we confirmed the existence of 370 independent events. With the objective of identifying new biomarkers for the detection of cancer cells, we further analyzed splice events occurring specifically in cancer cell lines/tissues. Among the validated splice events, 68 were detected in colorectal and/or lung cancer cell lines but not in normal colon mucosae and/or the analyzed normal lung. These cancer-specific splice events will represent a valuable source for further validation of colorectal and/or lung cancer biomarkers. Splice variant validation is presented in more detail in Supplementary Document 2. Fig. 3 shows validation detail for the human MUC12 gene. The digital expression map obtained from the ASTD database (Fig. 3A) shows that while this gene is mainly expressed in the colon, transcript TRAN00000086743 is predicted to be colon tumor-specific. This transcript (Fig. 3B ) lacks exon 8 relative to transcript TRAN00000086742 which should be present in colorectal normal and cancer cells. RT-PCR experiments confirmed these predictions. The transcript including exon 8 was mainly detectable in colon cell lines and normal colon tissues while the skipped exon transcript was present in colorectal cancer cell lines and absent in all five tested normal colon samples (Fig. 3C) . PCR validation data are incorporated in the ASTD database in the form of graphical overviews showing positive/negative PCR results for each tested splice variant and condition (Fig. 3D ).
Availability and future directions
The ASTD database can be accessed at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/astd and is available for export as flat files containing all features under EMBL, GFF, GTF, BED, Excel and Fasta formats. Data can be obtained separately for each species. Update plans involve quarterly runs of the ASTD pipeline in order to represent newly generated transcribed sequences. Our objective is that within two years, the alternative transcript prediction, display and querying functionality of ASTD should be an integral part of the Ensembl database [14] .
Materials and methods
Alternative transcripts are derived using a three-stage procedure. The genomic sequences used in ASTD 1.1 for Homo sapiens, Mus musculus and Rattus norvegicus are respectively based on NCBI human genome assembly build 36, NCBI mouse genome assembly build 36 and RGSC rat genome assembly build 3.4. The Ensembl gene sets referenced in ASTD 1.1 for H. sapiens, M. musculus and R. norvegicus come respectively from the Ensembl version 41, Ensembl version 41 and Ensembl version 42 gene builds.
Splicing variants
We generated splicing isoforms and alternative splice events using AltSplice, an automated computation pipeline for human, mouse and rat data [25] . Briefly, introns/exons, splicing isoforms and alternative splice events (cassette exons, mutually exclusive exons, etc.) are predicted through mapping of EST, cDNA and mRNA sequences from the standard, EST and high throughput cDNA (HTC) divisions of DDBJ/ EMBL/GenBank [26] onto genomic sequences centred around Ensembl genes +/−10 kb. Mapped transcripts from EMBL release 88 include 8,125,884 human, 4,935,071 mouse and 824,394 rat sequences. Typically, less than 25% of mapped transcripts are retained as supports for splice variants in ASTD after ambiguous, incomplete and unspliced matches are discarded.
Polyadenylation variants
We identified polyadenylation variants and mapped them to individual splice variants as described in Le Texier et al. [12] . First, polyadenylation sites were identified at the 3′ end of each splice variant from the previous stage, requiring support by poly(A)/poly(T) terminated ESTs and the presence of a known poly(A) signal. Other poly(A) sites were predicted independently of splice variants based on a complete mapping of Genbank 3′ ESTs and full length cDNAs from HInvDB [27] and FANTOM 3 [10] to genomic sequences. Criteria for inclusion of these splice variants include checks for internal priming sites (genomic poly(A) stretches), unmatched transcript ends and presence of a known polyadenylation signal, as described previously [28] . Poly(A) sites from both pipelines were then merged.
TSS variants
We identified TSSs for each transcript using oligo-capped fulllength cDNA libraries. Transcript sequence sources are provided in Supplementary Table 2 . Similarly to other studies ( [29] and [30] ), TSSs are defined as genomic positions matching the 5′ end of an oligocapped cDNA and located either in the 5′ exon of a transcript or upstream. Here we used regions up to ten kilobases upstream of each splice variant. These regions were each aligned to the oligo-capped cDNA sequences using the NCBI-Blast program. The high-scoring segment pairs (HSP) with at least 95% identity were extracted and filtered according to the following additional criteria:
• Unambiguous match of cDNA to a single genomic region (the upstream-most HSP is considered, thereby defining the longest possible transcript); • 3′ end of cDNA located downstream of the defined 5′ untranslated region (UTR); • HSP covering N90% of cDNA.
When several TSS are present, we cluster TSSs into "promoter regions". The distribution of inter-TSS distances is shown in Supplementary Fig. 3 . Inter-TSS distances seldom exceed 500 bp in human and 300 bp in mouse. Based on this observation and on a previous analysis of 5′ end sequences in full-length cDNAs by Kimura et al. [29] , we defined a promoter region as a TSS cluster with no gap over 500 nt. We did not cluster rat TSSs as most rat transcripts had a single TSS due to limited cDNA coverage. Fig. 4 gives an example of the identification and clustering of TSSs. The 3′-most TSSs of transcripts A and B were not considered as they aligned outside of the first exons and 10 kb upstream regions. TSS clustering then produced a single cluster for each transcript.
Procedures for alternative transcript derivation are detailed in Supplementary Document 1. Supplementary Table 3 summarizes the numbers of ESTs, cDNAs and mRNAs used to support the different transcript variants in each species.
Digital expression maps
Expression states were inferred from the clone library information associated with each mRNA or EST sequence that supported a given transcript. EST/cDNA sequences supporting several isoforms were assigned to each compatible isoform. Human and mouse expression states are based on the eVOC ontologies for anatomical systems, pathologies and development stages [23] . eVOC associates clone libraries and their corresponding sequences to controlled terms in an organized set of hierarchical vocabularies. Because there is no controlled vocabulary mapping for rat, as yet, we based our mapping on Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) developed by the US National Library of Medicine. We associated anatomy and disease vocabulary to rat cDNA libraries using a semi-automatic learning process. We grouped the developmental stages terms of rat and mapped them onto Witschi's embryonic development classification [31] instead of the Theiler mouse-specific stages. We dealt with any ambiguity in library terms using a custom-made dictionary where enough information was available. General anatomical terms such as "head" or whole tissue terms like "brain" constituted of several cell types were associated to the equivalent or most specific term in the hierarchy. In all species, ESTs or cDNAs from mixed or pooled tissue libraries were discarded.
Supplementary Table 4 provides numbers of analyzed libraries and extracted ontology terms for the three species studied. Tissue representation in EST/cDNA libraries from each organism is presented in Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2 . As expected, some tissues are covered very differently in different species. For instance, lung is among the top ten tissues in human and rat while it is seldom represented in mouse, in terms of number of libraries ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ) as well as of number of ESTs (Supplementary Fig. 2 ).
We derived expression data for three types of expression states described in cDNA libraries, namely anatomy, pathology and development. We used normalized transcript digital expression values, introduced by the NCBI to mine UniGene for tissue/disease specificity [32] . These values are expressed in TPM (transcript per million). The TPM values of transcripts are calculated as follows: for any transcript, divide the number of EST evidences found in a particular expression state (e.g. "lung") by the total number of ESTs from the cDNA libraries related to this expression state. The resulting value is then normalized to one million.
We measured fold changes in the expression of a transcript in a given expression state by dividing TPM in this state by the average TPM expression value of this transcript in all expression states. The digital differential expression significance was then measured using a t-test with a p-value cut-off of 0.05, applying a Benjamini-Hochberg correction for a false discovery rate of less than 5%. This produced a final set of 38%, 22% and 19% significant differentially expressed isoforms for human, mouse and rat, respectively, between two conditions (for example, normal vs. cancer). For each transcript, an "expression analysis" page ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ) displays TPM, fold change between states and p-value of differential expression for each type of expression state (anatomy, development and pathology).
Derivation of other data
Conserved alternative splicing ASTD identifies pairs of orthologous transcripts in any combination of human, mouse or rat displaying conserved splice junctions and conserved splice events, as defined by Thanaraj et al. [33] . First, we identify conserved splice junctions that are conserved between genes in the human and mouse AltSplice data sets by examining mouse AltSplice transcript sequences (that are already mapped to a mouse gene) for homology to exon sequence constructs around human AltSplice splice junctions. An exon sequence construct is built by concatenating two components: the 5′ component being the 70 nt sequence from the 3′ end of the 5′ exon and the 3′ component being the 70 nt sequence from the 5′ end of the 3′ exon. A mouse gene whose transcriptome data shows at least three splice junctions conserved with those from the human gene is considered as orthologous to the human gene in question. Similarly, mouse transcript patterns are considered as orthologous to a human transcript pattern if at least three splice junctions are conserved between the two.
SNPs
We identified SNP positions based on dbSNP [34] as previously reported in [12] . We aligned SNPs from the dbSNP databank to each ASTD transcript to identify exonic SNPs and their allele usage by examining each corresponding nucleotide of the EST/mRNA that supported the transcript sequence. We derived allele-usage frequencies at each SNP position and deduced SNPs with significant differences in allele usage among the transcripts. Such SNPs may therefore mediate the regulation of alternative splicing. Users can visualize SNPs associated to each transcript variant.
Peptides
For each variant transcript we derived the corresponding peptide sequences, domain and functional site signatures obtained from InterProScan [35] as well as synonymous and non-synonymous SNPs. The web interface presents the longest CDS of each splice variant by default. A link to the other possible translations is provided (note that the other CDS are not necessarily in frame with the longest CDS for the entire gene).
Premature termination codons (PTC)
In the coding sequence of ASTD transcripts, we annotate as PTC nonsense codons located more than 50 nucleotides upstream of any exon-exon junction [36] .
MicroRNA targets
Target sites were obtained from the ElMMo miRNA target prediction server (inference method developed by Gaidatzis et al. [37] ). Because microRNA targets were originally predicted on mRNA sequences from NCBI RefSeq, we mapped the target positions on the mRNA sequences back to the gene sequences in ASTD.
Experimental validation
We confirmed alternative polyadenylation events using an ad-hoc PCR strategy. Briefly, we extracted mRNAs from 25 mouse tissues and cell lines and we designed three specific RT-PCR probe sets for the amplification of: (i) independent 3′ ends; (ii) tandem 3′ ends and (iii) very long 3′ UTRs (over 4.5 kb). Detailed protocols are given in [24] . For alternative splicing events validation, we obtained mRNAs from 19 human tissues and 95 cell lines. Existence and expression profile of selected events for validation were analyzed with specific RT-PCR using cDNAs from two different tissue/cell line panels. The first panel consisted of pooled cell lines representing 19 different tissue origins. When splice events were detected, a second probing panel was analyzed. PCR product integrity and fragment sizes were verified on agarose gels. A detailed protocol is provided in Supplementary Document 2.
